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I. FED. R. APP. P. 29(c)(4) STATEMENT

A. Identity of the Amici Curiae: ABC is an association of more than

22,000 members from more than 19,000 construction contractors and related firms.

Founded on merit shop philosophy, ABC’s membership represents all specialties

within the construction industry. ABC’s membership includes both union and non-

union members, many of whom perform work pursuant to public works

construction contracts with the United States government. A majority of the

construction contractors who worked on the construction project in question

(CityCenterDC, referred to hereafter as the “Project”), including the general

contractor, are members of ABC. The ABC members working on the Project are

not presently represented by any of the parties to this litigation.

NAM is the largest manufacturing association in the United States,

representing small and large manufacturers in every industrial sector and in all 50

states. Manufacturing employs more than 12 million men and women, contributes

roughly $2.1 trillion to the United States economy annually, has the largest

economic impact of any major sector, and accounts for two-thirds of private-sector

research and development. NAM’s mission is to enhance the competitiveness of

manufacturers and improve American living standards by shaping a legislative and

regulatory environment conducive to economic growth. NAM is the voice of the
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manufacturing community and the leading advocate for a policy agenda that helps

manufacturers compete in the global economy and creates jobs across the United

States. NAM’s membership includes both union and non-union members, many of

whom supply materials pursuant to public works construction contracts with the

United States government. NAM members are not presently represented by any of

the parties to this litigation.

B. Interest in the Case: ABC and NAM are interested in this case due to

the impact that the Department of Labor’s (“DOL”) overly broad application of the

Davis-Bacon Act (“Act”) would have on their members in the construction and

manufacturing industries. More specifically, ABC and NAM are concerned about

DOL’s attempt to enforce and apply the Act in a manner that is not only

inconsistent with the plain language of the Act, but also inconsistent with

Congressional intent.

More specifically, these amici curiae view the DOL’s attempt to apply the

Act to the Project as an unprecedented effort to impose the requirements of the Act

far beyond the public works, government construction contracts that it was meant

to regulate, and into the context of private construction projects that are not funded

by the government, not constructed by or for the government, not owned by the

government, nor occupied in any respect by the government.
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C. Source of Authority to File: The amici curiae previously filed a

Motion for Leave to File on February 24, 2015, and no party has filed any

opposition.

II. FED. R. APP. P. 29(c)(5) STATEMENT

This brief has been authored in whole by counsel for ABC and NAM, and

funding to support the preparation of this brief is being provided only by ABC.

III. ARGUMENT

A. The Department of Labor’s attempt to apply the Davis Bacon Act to a
private construction project is fundamentally flawed and contrary to
the plain language and intent of the Act.

If Congress desired to apply the Act on construction projects like the

CityCenterDC project, it would not have limited its application to “public

buildings and public works of the Government or the District of Columbia.” 40

U.S.C. § 3142(a)(emphasis added). Given the undisputed facts regarding the

nature of this Project, it cannot be considered a “public” building or work “of…the

District of Columbia,” absent tortured logic and an unfounded expansion of the

otherwise universal concept of “public work” that is “of” the Government or the

District. As such, the DOL’s attempt to apply the Act to the Project is unsupported

even by the DOL’s own precedent, as admitted by the DOL itself: “Though

Phoenix, Crown Point, and Ft. Drum are not on all fours with the instant case, the

ARB found the overall import equally applicable.” (DOL Br. 52 (emphasis
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added), citing three administrative opinions applying the Act to projects that were:

(a) directly funded by the government (In re Crown Point, Ind. Outpatient Clinic,

WAB No. 86-33, 1987 WL 247049 (Dept. of Labor June 26, 1987), aff’d sub nom.

Building & Const. Trades Council, AFL-CIO v. Turnage, 705 F. Supp. 5 (D.D.C.

1988); In re Military Hous., Ft. Drum, N.Y., WAB No. 95-16, 1985 WL 167239

(Dept. of Labor Aug. 23, 1985)), or (b) leased, used and occupied by the

government (In re Phoenix Field Office, Bureau of Land Mgmt., ARB No. 01-010,

2001 WL 767573 (Dept. of Labor June 29, 2001))).

Instead, the DOL’s argument to apply the Act to the Project is founded on an

administrative regulation that does not even apply to the District. See 29 C.F.R. §

5.2(k) (defining “public work” as “work, the construction…of which…is carried

on directly by the authority of or with funds of a Federal agency.”); see also 29

C.F.R. § 5.2(c) (defining “Federal agency” without reference to the District of

Columbia); 29 Fed. Reg. 95, 100 (1964) (including the District in the definition of

“Federal agency”) and 29 C.F.R. § 5.2(c), 48 Fed. Reg. 19,450 (1983) (omitting

the District from the definition of “Federal agency”). It is undisputed that the

Project was not carried on “with funds of a Federal agency,” so the DOL can only

found its argument on the notion that the Project was “carried on directly by the

authority of” the District of Columbia. The lack of any logical bridge between

Section 5.2 and the District is, however, a fatal and fundamental omission in the
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DOL’s position. Indeed, when this matter was first reviewed by DOL, the Chief of

the Branch of Government ruled that the Act did not apply.

In sum, the DOL cannot rationally purport to apply a statute applicable to

government construction projects (“public buildings and public works of the

Government or the District of Columbia”) to a private construction project, such

that decision of the district court must be affirmed.

B. If unchecked, the Department of Labor is poised to continue its
unprecedented attempt to expand the scope of the Davis Bacon Act into
the private construction industry.

While the DOL’s attempt to apply the Act to the CityCenterDC project is

unsupported by precedent and contradicts the plain language of the Act, the DOL

has already used the decision of the ARB in this matter as justification in an

attempt to expand the scope of the Act even further. In Space Exploration

Technologies Corp., ARB No. 14-001, the final ruling of the DOL finding that the

Act was applicable to the project at issue in that matter was in large part justified

by citing to the ARB’s underlying decision in this matter. See Final Ruling of the

DOL’s Principal Deputy Administrator dated Sept. 10, 2013 (referred to herein as

the “SpaceX F.R.,” attached hereto as an appendix).1

1 The Petition for Review filed on behalf of Space Exploration Technologies Corp.
on October 9, 2013, and challenging the Final Ruling, remains pending before the
ARB at Case No. 14-001.
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In the case involving Space Exploration Technologies Corp. (“SpaceX”), a

private company that launches its own space vehicle to support commercial and

possibly Government space launches, the United States Air Force (“Air Force”)

entered into a license by which SpaceX was to pay the Air Force for the right to

construct and use a private launch facility at Cape Canaveral. (SpaceX F.R. 1).

Like the CityCenterDC project, the SpaceX launch facility was constructed with

private funds, and was not leased, used, or occupied by the Government. Unlike

the CityCenterDC project, the SpaceX launch facility did not involve a lease, but

only a license, which did not require SpaceX to engage in construction, nor did it

incorporate the kind of “master plan” for construction to be specified or approved

by the District in this matter. Nevertheless, the DOL’s Principal Deputy

Administrator found that the Act was applicable to the launch facility, relying not

only on the three distinguishable administrative opinions (Crown Point and Ft.

Drum, involving projects that were directly funded by the Government, and

Phoenix, involving a project that was leased, used and occupied by the

Government), but repeatedly citing to the ARB’s underlying decision that is

presently before this Court. (See, e.g., SpaceX F.R. 8 (“Indeed, the ARB

considered and rejected a similar argument in CityCenterDC finding that the

construction at issue constituted a ‘public work’ even though the District of
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Columbia Council had found that the site was ‘no longer required for public

purposes.’”)).

While the district court’s decision in the matter pending before this Court

correctly halts the expansion of the Act into the realm of private construction

contracts, the ARB appears to be waiting for this Court’s decision before ruling in

the matter involving SpaceX. The district court’s decision was brought to the

ARB’s attention in correspondence from the under-signed to the ARB dated May

14, 2014, but the ARB is yet to issue its findings in the SpaceX matter. As such,

the amici believe it is important for this Court to affirm the ruling of the district

court to avoid the slippery slope created by the ARB’s underlying decision in this

matter.

C. If unchecked, the Department of Labor’s attempt to apply the Davis
Bacon Act to the private construction industry would have a significant
and potentially negative impact on private industry, the government
and the economy.

The potential impact of the ARB’s decision in this matter should not be

underestimated. The cost impact to the CityCenterDC project alone would be an

increase of $20 million. (JA 138-39). The DOL Administrator indicated that the

District would somehow be responsible for paying for this unanticipated cost

increase – without offering any suggestion as to how the District could possibly

appropriate $20 million for a project that it did not fund, construct, or occupy. (JA

135). The ARB inexplicably found that the District’s objection to paying the
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increase was “not ripe” (JA 1502), but fortunately, the district court’s decision

rendered the issue moot.

Nevertheless, if this Court were to somehow find that the Act is applicable

to the Project, the question of who would have to pay the increase, and how such

payments would be funded, would seemingly have to be addressed, with

significant negative consequences to future construction projects in the District.

More broadly, one should also consider whether a Project like the CityCenterDC

would ever have been constructed in the first place, if such an incredible additional

cost had been anticipated. While the DOL argues in support of the ARB’s finding

that there are “significant public benefits” to the Project, including “new public

space, affordable housing, employment opportunities for District residents,

substantial revenue to the District, and revitalization of a large downtown area,”

none of those benefits would have occurred if the anticipated cost of the Project

had been deemed too high for private investment.

This negative economic impact must be considered if the Court concurs with

the DOL’s argument that the Act applies to what the DOL now characterizes as a

“public-private partnership.” (DOL Br. 2). For practical purposes, almost any

private construction project takes place only “by the authority of” the government,

between the application of zoning and construction regulations, permits,

inspections and certificates of occupancy. If the DOL’s interpretation of the Act
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continues to inflate, so too will the cost of what has previously been considered

private construction, to a degree that may be prohibitive and discourage private

construction spending.

For example, although the Federal Government invests significantly in the

public construction arena to which the Act applies, that investment is dwarfed by

the amount of spending in private construction. According to the United States

Census Bureau, construction spending by the Federal Government for 2008

through 2014 averaged slightly less than $27 billion annually, while private

construction spending for the same time period averaged more than $609 billion

annually. See www.census.gov/construction/c30/historical_data.html (compare

figures for annual spending for 2008 – 2014 for “Federal” vs. “Private”). The

impact of allowing the DOL to apply the Act and its regulations to the private

construction industry is simply impracticable – and again, was obviously never

intended by Congress given the plain, common sense limitation of the Act to

“public buildings and public works of the Government or the District of

Columbia.” 40 U.S.C. § 3142(a) (emphasis added).

D. The Department of Labor’s methods for calculating the prevailing wage
are unreliable and should not be applied to the private construction
market.

As reflected in application to the CityCenterDC project, the DOL’s wage

determinations are substantially higher than market rates for private sector
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construction companies. But regardless of the measure of the cost increase to any

particular project, the system for and unreliability inherent in determining the

“prevailing wage” illustrates why the Act should never be, and was never intended

to be applied to the broader private construction market.

For instance, the Federal Government Accountability Office (“GAO”) has

reported that there are widespread accuracy, quality, bias, and timeliness problems

with the DOL surveys used to establish the pre-determined prevailing wage rates .

See GAO Report No. 11-152, “Davis Bacon Act: Methodological Changes

Needed to Improve Wage Survey,” March 2011 at

http:/www.gao.gov.news.items/d11152.pdf. Even the DOL’s own Office of

Inspector General has recognized that the integrity of rates established as

“prevailing” are suspect. See U.S. Department of Labor, Office of Inspector

General, “Concerns Persist with the Integrity of Davis –Bacon Prevailing Wage

Determinations,” Audit Report No. 04-04-0003-04-420, at

www.oig.dol.gov/public/reports/oa/2004/04-04-003-04-420.pdf.

By way of background, the DOL uses a survey process to “determine” the

“prevailing wage” for each county in the United States and for each classification

of construction worker. The prevailing wage is the rate paid to a majority (more

than 50%) of workers in a similar classification during a period in question. This

majority rate then becomes the prevailing wage rate issued and incorporated into
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the procurement documents for Federal Government projects. 5 C.F.R. §1.2(a). In

effect, the DOL uses an unscientific, self-selected sample that results in high error

rates, and takes years to process and to publish the results.

In that regard, the 2011 GAO report concluded that efforts to improve the

survey process - both with respect to data collection and internal processing - have

not addressed key issues relating to wage rate accuracy, timeliness and overall

quality. See GAO Report No. 11-152, “Davis Bacon Act: Methodological

Changes Needed to Improve Wage Survey,” March 2011 at

http:/www.gao.gov.news.items/d11152.pdf. Importantly, the GAO found that the

DOL “cannot determine whether its wage determinations accurately reflect

prevailing wages,” and “does not currently have a program to systematically

follow up with or analyze all non-respondents.” Id.

The inaccuracy in the DOL’s survey method can be illustrated by comparing

two key statistics. According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, in 2010,

approximately 14 percent of construction workers in the United States were

covered by a collective bargaining agreement; yet, according to the GAO, 63

percent of all DOL wage determinations established that such collectively

bargained rates were “prevailing.” Id. at 20. Such a result is statistically

impossible for DOL to have achieved by any fair survey method. This results in

pre-determined wages from the DOL that are significantly exaggerated, causing the
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federal government to pay significantly more to complete a construction project

than what it would cost for a similar private project using actual local prevailing

wages.

V. CONCLUSION

For all the foregoing reasons, as well as those set forth in the District’s and

the CCDC Office LLC’s briefs, the Associated Builders and Contractors, Inc. and

the National Association of Manufacturers respectfully request that the order and

judgment of the United States District Court for the District of Columbia in this

matter be affirmed.

Respectfully submitted,

__/s/ Kevin J. McKeon________
Kevin J. McKeon
WATT, TIEDER, HOFFAR
FITZGERALD, LLP
8405 Greensboro Drive, Suite 100
McLean, VA 22102
Phone: (703) 749-1000
Fax: (703) 893-8029
Counsel for Associated Builders
and Contractors, Inc. and
National Association of Manufacturers
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APPENDIX

DETERMINATION OF PRINCIPAL
DEPUTY ADMINISTRATOR
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